Topaz PHD

Freedom Scientific’s lightweight TOPAZ® PHD offers the comfort and productivity features of a desktop video magnifier but folds away like a laptop. With auto-focus, a wide magnification range, intuitive controls, 6 default and 27 customizable high-contrast color modes, and adjustable reading lines and masks, the new TOPAZ PHD offers the freedom to independently read and view the details that matter in the home, office, classroom, or on the go.

- Brilliant image quality with a lightweight, collapsible, portable design
- Self-view camera that magnifies up to 2.5X
- Over 9 inches of working space to write and work comfortably
- Choice of monitor sizes: 12-in. or 15-in., (unit weighs 9.4 lbs. w/o or 10.5 lbs. w/battery)
- Magnification up to 31X with a 15-in. monitor; up to 24X on a 12-in. monitor
- Auto-focus camera with 6 default and 27 configurable screen color modes for a total of 33 screen color modes
- Adjustable reference lines and masks to easily keep your place and reduce glare, document reading and self-viewing modes; find function to quickly zoom out, locate the next area of interest, and zoom back in
- SD Card slot to quickly store images, USB PC connectivity when used with GEM® software

Optional lithium ion battery (provides 4 hours of continuous use) and XY Table available to enhance the Topaz PHD experience!

Contact Us Today!
1.888.642.0842
FAX: 866-958-8777
e-mail: Orders@mattinglylowvision.com